
BlockMan Directions V2
Computer Graphics and Animation

Description:

These directions work through modeling, creating a skeleton, skinning, UV map, and 
animation of a block figure with Maya 2015.   This process takes practice, so do not 
worry about being exact and don’t be afraid to ‘start over’ several times until you get feel
for the extrude, edge loop, and interactive split tools.

Process:

Part One:  Modeling Block Man

1.  Start Maya 2015. 

2. Save the blank scene as “BlockMan”



3.  Create a 4 by 4 by 4 unit Cube Polygon Primitive with devisions of Height: 4, Width: 
4, and Depth: 3:

   

4.  Switch to Front Orthographic View and position the Cube 17 units above the 
baseline using the Attribute Settings.



5.  Switch back to perspective view and use the extruding tool and extrude down the 
two center faces on the bottom of the cube to form a neck:  Extrude down one unit using
the Attribute Settings.

6.  Extrude one down from the neck again and then extrude out to form the shoulders. 
Extrude out 2 units using Attribute Settings.

  



7.  Select the bottom faces of the figure and extrude 6 units down to form the body.

  

8.  Select the bottom faces of the body and use the scale tool to make then “thinner” at 
the waist.  You may use your best judgment on the resize value.



9.  Switch to Edge mode and delete the edges at the left and right faces at the front, 
back, and bottom of the model.

10.  At the bottom of the waist area, switch to Vertex mode select and delete the 
vertices at the bottom of the figure with the result of two faces. 

11.  Extrude at the bottom of the figure 1 unit to create the waist area.



12.  Extrude the left leg down 6 units and click the bottom face and slide to the left. 

 

13.  Repeat process for right leg.  



14.  Extrude the left and right arms 6 units.

15.  We now need to add Edge Loops at the joints to allow for bending.  There will be 
three edge loops per joint.  Select “Edit Mesh – Insert Edge Loop Tool”

 



16.  Switch to front view and click and drag along the left arm to the elbow area.

17.  Repeat until you have three edge loops at the Elbow Area.

18.  Add Edge Loops at the shoulder.



19.  Move around the body and add edge loops at the elbows and shoulders.

20.  Use the Insert Edge Loop Tool and add the edges around the knee area on the left 
and right legs.



21.   Blockman is finished when he looks like:

 



Part 2: Creating the Skeleton

The Skeleton provides the framework that supports moving the different segments of 
the Animated Character.  We will create a spinal cord, shoulders, hips, legs, and arms 
for the character.

22.  Switch to the Animation Menu by selecting Animation from the dropdown.

23.  Switch to Front Orthographic View and then press ‘4’ to switch to wireframe mode.



24.  Select “Skeleton – Joint Tool” from the Menu Bar:

25.    Starting at the hips of the figure, click once and then click again at the shoulders to
create the spine joint.



26.  Click again to continue to neck, and top of the head.

27.  We will now name these joints.  Click the spine joint (joint1) and Rename it in the 
Attribute Editor to ‘spine’.



28.  Click the ‘joint2’ and rename it to neck.  

29.  Click on joint3 and rename it to ‘head’.  



30.  Now click the selector arrow and then click the neck joint.  Select the “Skeleton – 
Joint Tool” and create the Shoulder, upper, and lower arm joints.

31.  Repeat the process for the right arm.



32.  Click the bottom of the spine joint and create the left hip, upper, and lower leg.



33.  Repeat the process and create the right leg.

34.  Rename each joint based on its position:

leftUpperArm, leftLowerArm
rightUpperArm, rightLowerArm
leftUpperLeg, leftLowerLeg
rightUpperLeg, rightLowerLeg



35.  We now need to make sure the Skeleton is centered front to back on the figure.  
Select the  right Orthographic View and Select the entire Skeleton.  Notice that the 
Skeleton is slightly to the front of center.  

36.  Use the move tool and move the Skeleton to the center of the side of the figure.



37.  Switch back to Front Orthographic View.  We now need to Skin the figure to the 
Skeleton.  Shift click the Skeleton and the outline of the Figure.

38.   Select “Skin – Smooth Bind – Interactive Mode”  



39. Select “Bind Skin” and then “Apply” and then “Close”

40.   The Skeleton might change color slightly and the figure should now be bound.  
Switch to Perspective View and then press 4 to enter wireframe mode.



41.  To test the binding, select the left arm:

42.  Click the Rotate tool and rotate the arm.  The Figure should bend its arm with the 
Skeleton.

   



43.  Try to set some keyframes to have the figure move its arms up and down:

  

(Don’t worry if it is not perfect – this takes practice.  The head or other edges might 
move as well.  We will fix this later.)

44.  Save your work (“File – Save”).

45.  Animate your BlockMan to do the following moves:
a.  Lifting and Lowering Arms Up and Down 4 times (flapping arms).  (Frames 1 

to 48)
b.  Marching in place (4 steps per leg)  (Frames 49 to 96)


